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Abstract –Service capabilities in Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 
communications represent generic functionality accessible for 
different applications through application programming 
interfaces. For M2M communications Representational State 
Transfer (REST) style is adopted. This paper presents an 
approach to design of RESTful web services for M2M mobility. 
An abstraction of mobility information is synthesized and 
represented as resources accessible through four standard 
operations: create, retrieve, update and delete. Implementation 
aspects are considered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications allow 
intelligent objects which are uniquely identified and gather 
data from their environment to exchange information with 
network applications. In order to deploy the M2M solutions in 
a wide scale it is necessary to design capabilities that can be 
reused across several applications [1], [2]. Best software 
practices in information technology and communications 
(ICT) adopt separation of applications from service 
capabilities and network capabilities.  

Service capabilities are software modules that are exposed 
to M2M applications through the use of application 
programming interfaces (APIs). Several API sets have been 
designed in the ICT area. The Web services model has been 
used to define communication functions such as call control, 
messaging, charging and access to mobility information.  

The Web services model is based on the assumption that 
communications are like invocation of remote service whose 
nature can be ignored. But this model is not suitable for M2M 
applications, as M2M devices are constrained resources with 
tangible states that can be manipulated. REST (REpresenta-
tional State Transfer) is adopted as a method for M2M 
modeling. In REST, each physical or logical entity is 
represented as a resource which has particular state. The 
resources can be addressed through HTTP Uniform Resource 
Identifier (URI) and its states can be retrieved and updated. 
Resources can be created and destroyed respectively. 

In this paper, we present an approach to design Mobility 
service capability that may be used to build horizontal service 
platform. Mobility as an M2M service capability provides 
information about device location. The access to the location 
of a device is through a request for the device location, a 
notification of a change in the device location and 
notifications of device location on a periodic basis. The 
related research concerning access to location information 

addresses specific solutions, but does not study the necessary 
generic functionality [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The related 
implementations deal with positioning methods and the usage 
of location data, but do not concern programmability issues. 
We apply the REST architectural style to identify the generic 
context functions providing access to location information and 
to design valuable resource structure with operations that can 
manipulate it.  

Our approach, presented in the next sections, consists of 
annotation of semantic information for location services and 
synthesis of resource structure as specified in ETSI TS 
102 690. The procedures used to manipulate the location 
information are described as create, retrieve, update and delete 
operations. Some implementation aspects of the designed 
RESTful services are considered.  

II.  ANNOTATION OF LOCATION SERVICE 

INFORMATION 

The location information depends on the application. For 
example it is required for healthcare and fleet tracking 
applications but not for smart metering. Additionally, location 
information may be reported periodically or on demand, and 
notifications of distance changes between monitored devices 
may also be available to applications. 

The location information is presented by latitude, longitude, 
altitude, accuracy and time stamp. Latitude, longitude and 
altitude values are expressed as floating point numbers. The 
accuracy values express the desire of the application for the 
location information to be provided. The choice of values may 
influence the price that the service provider charges. In 
triggered notifications, a tracking accuracy is defined. Two 
accuracy values (requested and accepted) may be used. For 
example, a taxi tracking service that locates the nearest taxi to 
the client requires fine grained accuracy while coarse grained 
accuracy may be appropriate for a truck nearing the vicinity of 
a warehouse. The accuracy of location provided in meters is 
expressed as an integer number. In some applications, the 
maximum age of location information may be useful, e.g. the 
location information may be cached rather than directly 
accessed. The maximum acceptance age, in seconds, is 
expressed in integers. 

Fig.1 shows the resource structure for device location. 
Following the ETSI resource structure defined in TS 102690, 
the deviceLocation resource contains standard attributes 
common for all resources such as expirationTime, 
accessRightID, creationTime, and lastModifiedTime (not 
shown in Fig.1) and specific attributes such as deviceLatitude, 
deviceLongitute, deviceAltitude, accuracy and timestamp. 
The deviceLatitude, deviceLongitude and deviceAltitude 
attributes represent the measured device location and the 
accuracy attribute represents the measurement accuracy. The 
timestamp attribute represents the date and time that location 
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was collected. The <subscriptions> sub-resource of the 
deviceLocation resource contains a collection of 0..n 
<subscription> resources which represent active subscriptions 
to location information. Each <subscription> resource in 
addition to specified in ETSI TS 102 690 mandatory attributes 
has also requestedAccuracy and acceptedAccuracy attributes. 
The requestedAccuracy express the range in which the 
subscribed application wants to receive location information. 
The acceptedAccuracy expresses the range that the subscribed 
application considers to be feasable. If the location cannot be 
provided within this range, the application prefers not to 
receive the information. The <deviceDistances>, 
<devicePeriodicReporting> and <deviceChangeReporting> 
are sub-resources of the <deviceLocation> resource.  

 
 

 
Fig.1 Structure of deviceLocation resource 

 
Some applications may be interested in device distance 

from a location. The <deviceDistances> collection resource 
represents the collection of <deviceDistanceFrom> resources. 
The <deviceDistanceFrom> resource structure is shown in 
Fig.2, where the remoteLatitude and remoteLongitude 
attributes represent the latitude and longitude of the location 
to measure from, respectively. The distance attribute 
represents the distance from device to the location specified in 
meters. The subscriptions sub-resource of the 
<deviceDistances> resource contains a collection of 0..n 
<subscription> resources which represent active subscriptions 
to device distance from the specified location. 

 

 
Fig.2 Structure of deviceDistanceFrom resource 

Notifications of device location may be provided on a 
periodic basis. The periodic notifications provide location 
information at an application defined interval. The 
<devicePeriodicReproting> collection resource represents the 
collection of <devicePeriodicLocation> resources. Fig.3 
shows the <devicePeriodicLocation> resource structure. 

 

 
Fig.3 Structure of devicePeriodicLocation resource 

 
The frequency attribute represents the minimum time 

between notifications (maximum frequency of notifications 
can also be considered). The periodicActionStatus attribute 
indicates the status of the action. The periodicAction resource 
represents the action. The periodicNotificationEnable attribute 
represents the action that enables the periodic notification. 
The periodicNotificationDisable attribute represents the action 
that disables the periodic notification. 

An application can be notified of a device entering or 
leaving a geographical area. When a matching event occurs, a 
notification message will be sent to the application. An 
application may define a target area and notification criteria 
e.g. entering the target area or leaving the target area. The 
<deviceChangeReporting> collection resource represents the 
collection of <deviceLocationChange> resource. The 
<deviceLocationChange> resource structure for triggered 
location change notifications is shown in Fig.4. The 
locationChangeCriteria attribute is of enumerated type 
(entering or leaving an area). The areaLatitude, 
areatLongitude attributes represent the latitude and longitude 
of the center point, and radius attribute represents the radius of 
the circle around the center point in meters. The 
triggeredActionStatus attribute indicates the status of the 
action. The <triggeredAction> resource represents the action. 

III.  PROCEDURES FOR LOCATION SERVICES 

Each procedure related to manipulation of device location 
information consists of Create, Retrieve, Update and Delete. 
For collection resource such as subscriptions and 
deviceDistances collection resources only Retrieve and 
Update procedures are defined for managing the retrieval and 
update information associated with the specified collection 
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resources. Such type of resource (like any other collection) 
cannot be created or deleted by means of request.  
 

 
Fig.4 Structure of deviceLocationChange resource 

 
Fig.5 illustrates the procedure used to retrieve the 

representation of deviceDistances collection resource. The 
representation includes the values of all the attributes and the 
references to the deviceDistanceFrom child resources for 
which the issuer is authorized to discover. 

 
Fig.5 Retrieval of deviceDistances resource 

 
Create procedure is to create a resource as a child of a 

collection resource. Fig.6 illustrates the procedure for creation 
of <deviceDistanceFrom> resource as a sub-resource of the 
<deviceDistances> collection resource. 

 
Fig.6 Creation of deviceDistanceFrom resource 

 
Delete procedure are used to remove resources. For 

example, Delete <subscription> resource procedure may be 

used to delete an active subscription which means that the 
subscriber unsubscribes from notifications.  

Update procedures are used to update/modify the content of 
existing resources. Fig.7 illustrates the procedure used to 
modify the attributes of the <devicePeriodicLocation> 
resource (e.g. frequency of notifications). 

 
Fig.7 Update of devicePeriodicLocation resource 

 
Table 1 lists the specific operations related to location 

service and the corresponding REST procedures used for 
these operations. 

 
Table 1 Supported location service operations 

Specific location service 
operations 

REST procedures 

getDeviceLocation Retrieve <deviceLocation> resource 
getDeviceDistance Retrieve <deviceDistance> resource 
startPeriodicNotification Update <priodicAction> resource to 

enable 
stopPeriodicNotification Update <priodicAction> resource to 

disable 
startTriggeredNotification Update <triggeredAction> resource to 

enable 
stopTriggeredNotification Update <triggeredAction> resource to 

disable 
deviceLocationNotification Update <deviceLocation> resource 
deviceLocationChanged Update <deviceLocation> resource 
 

The getDeviceLocation operation retrieves the location of a 
device. The getDeviceDistance operation determines the 
distance of a device from a location. The startPeriodic-
Notification operation makes available notifications of a 
device location periodically, while the stopPeriodic-
Notification operation disables periodic notifications about a 
device location. Similarly, the startTriggeredNotification 
operation makes available notifications of a device location 
change, while the stopTriggeredNotification operation 
disables notifications about a device location change. The 
deviceLocationNotification operation notifies periodicaly the 
location of a monitored device. The deviceLocationChanged 
operation notifies about location changes of a monitored 
device. These operations are implemented by retrieving or 
updating the content of the resources. 

For example, in order to start device location change 
reporting, the <triggeredAction> resource has to be modified 
to triggeredActionEnable. Notify procedure is used to indicate 
the operation for reporting a notification about a change of a 
resource as a consequence of a subscription. Notify procedure 
is mapped to an Update procedure as the asynchronous 
mechanisms are used. For example, Fig.8 illustrates the 
notification procedures about device location as a result of 
periodic location reporting.  
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Fig.8 Periodic reporting of device location  

 
Typical exceptions that may arise include the following: 

accuracy is out of limit, invalid remote location, service error, 
and invalid input value. 

IV.  IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS 

Location information may be used by different M2M 
applications for healthcare and transportation. Asset tracking 
functionality is useful in tracking of high-value assets such as 
intravenous pumps, wheel chairs, and stretchers within 
hospitals, and marking medications with RFIDs to eliminate 
errors in hospitals when administering medications, as well as 
in for tracking objects within trucks or other forms of 
transportation. Location information is valuable in fleet 
management to ascertain location of vehicles and sending 
dispatch notifications, in insurance for remotely monitor 
location and theft prevention, for emergency support, 
navigation, toll ticketing, remote patient monitoring, etc. 

The support of the designed resource structure is up to 
device capabilities. Depending on its computing capabilities, 
the device may provide the full range of the designed 
operations or just some of them. 

Each resource, in REST terms, can be addressed using 
HTTP URI. The resource is located inside a web server using 
the host, port, and path parts of the URI. The action to be 
taken is determined by the HTTP request. The HTTP request 
GET is used to retrieve the resource state, the HTTP request 
PUT is used to update the resource state. The HTTP request 
POST and DELETE can be used to create (to add) and destroy 
a resource.  

Let us assume that the device runs a mobility application 
named deviceMobility that will generate location data. The 
device runs a device service capability layer (DSCL) that is 
configured to have the <sclBase>: HTTP://device5555.exam-
ple.com. The network application that uses location services is 
already registered with the network service capability layer 
(NSCL) agreed to have <sclBase>: HTTP://mobility.com. The 
network application subscribes for registering of devices. 
When a device registers to DSCL, the DSCL requests 
registration through the creation of a resource under 
HTTP://example.com/scl/ with the resource identifier 
device5555, which will be the unique device identifier. The 
hosting NSCL responds positively to the request. After the 
registration of the device application deviceMobility to the 
DSCL and announcing to the NSCL, the device application 
requests the creation of a deviceLocation resource under the 
HTTP://example.com/scls/device5555/applications/deviceMo
bility/ collection with the identifier deviceLocation. The 
device location will be addressable through the link 

HTTP://example.com/scls/device5555/applications/deviceMo
bility/deviceLocation using HTTP GET request.  

On request for device location, an HTTP response is 
returned where the location information is provided in the 
response body e.g. in JSON format: {"latitude":42.6795551, 
"longitude":23.2916345,"altitude":602.2, "accuracy": 20, 
"timestamp": 1388678400} where "timestamp" is the number 
of milliseconds elapsed since 1 January 1970 00:00:00 UTC 
(UNIX TimeStamp), the value is equal to 'Wed, 01 Jan 2014 
23:00:00 GMT', and the location is Sofia, Bulgaria.  

Following the same procedures the device application may 
request creation of child resource of deviceLocation resource. 

Another protocol that may be used in REST-based 
architectures is CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol), 
which defines some primitives that allow REST on the top of 
TCP and UDP. 

V. CONCLUSION  

Location services may be used in different M2M 
application area. Design of M2M service capabilities for 
mobility provides access to location information that can be 
shared by different applications through reusable software 
modules. The paper presents an approach to design REST-
based service capabilities for mobility. The semantic 
information related to mobility is synthesized by identification 
of basic use cases. The mobility semantic information is 
presented in a resource tree structure, where resources may be 
manipulated through their states. REST-based location 
services are designed by definition of operation performed on 
the resources. As each of the resources is uniquely 
addressable, it can be accessed using standard HTTP methods 
or CoAP primitives. 
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